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ANALISYSANALISYSANALISYS
During the Covid-19 Pandemic and the beginning of the Russia-

Ukrainian war, the problem of  “fake news” spreading has increased. 

 This phenomenon is basically about the fact that people (moreover
children, teenagers, and people over 65 y.o.) are increasingly becoming
the target of information campaigns, which pursue propaganda on the
one hand, but also financial goals on the other. Especially in social
networks, the density of false information is very high due to the
corresponding algorithms. However, the first problem with spreading
fake news is the digital gap. The digital gap is not only the inaccessibility
or/and inability to use the new technology but it is also the
unconsciousness to use the internet. 

The DIGI-CON project has the goal of increasing the quality of media
competence in order to use digital tools and web opportunities with
awareness and recognize manipulated information and fake news. 

One of the important activities developed during the workshop has
been to focalize all participants to understand the problem of "fake
news" and the "digital gap" in their Country.  Each national group
committed to researching the statistical data of their Nation.  It was
important to start from the "digital gap" because from this issue we can
arrive and get the problem of fake news. 



ITALYITALYITALY
DIGITAL GAP

- 67,4% over 65 can not use the internet
- 14 Million people don't have access to the internet or they don't use it
often
- 70% of Italians use the internet nowadays
- there is a gap of 10% between North and South Italy
- under poverty condition, the whole situation is worst

59 MILLION OF HABITANT

FAKE NEWS
- 73% are convinced that they can distinguish fake news from a
genuine one
- 70% of Italian check only free sourced
- 60% believe that more a news is shared, more it is true

In Italy we have davidpuente.it and bufale.net that
distroid the fake news

Source: IPSOS, ISTAT



BULGARIABULGARIABULGARIA
6.9 MILLION OF HABITANT

4 million Facebook users (58%)

1.5 million Instagram users (22%)

300.000 tick tock (4.3%)

150.000 Twitter (2.1%)

 (datareportal.com)

USERS INFORMATION

- 29% of total Bulgarian have the basic skills to use digital tools properly.

Vs Europe which is 57%. 

- only 11% of Bulgaria have high digital skills properly

- this means that 60% of Bulgaria can not use the internet &/or

technologies and/or don't have internet access

- Bulgaria is below for the overage in integrating digital technology

- in Bulgaria, the public services are in an incomplete digitalization holding

the country back. 

- Low level of digital education form the institution

DIGITAL GAP

About fake news, Bulgarian think that politicians and journalists are corrupt. For
this reason, they did not collect information data about it. 

Source: Brookings Istitutions

http://datareportal.com/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/future-development/2021/02/23/can-bulgaria-catch-the-digital-wave-defining-the-policy-priorities/


MACEDONIAMACEDONIAMACEDONIA
1.75 million users in January 2022 (datareportal.com)

945.100 Facebook user (52,8%)

814.6 FB messanger user (45.5%)

809.400 Instagram user (45.2%)

280.00 Linkedin (16.7%)

93.800 Twitter (5.2%)

2,08 million of habitant
USERS INFORMATION

Around 32% of Macedonians have developed digital skills 
macedonia2025.com

88,5% of Macedonian consider "fake news" to be a problem.

For this population, the politicians are the ones that are the most

responsible for fake news (91%). Following Journalists (90%), Social

Media (81%), internet portals (78%), 
vistiromer.mk

http://datareportal.com/


ROMANIAROMANIAROMANIA
- 3/10 people have at least basic skills in digital use. 

- only 1/10 person has above basic digital skills 

- poor digital public services: 

16% use of prefield forms for the government institution 

44%digital public service for citizens

- in 2021 12 million people are registered as social media users (62.6%).

During pandemic, there was an increase of 1 million people as social

network users

DIGITAL GAP

19.3 million of habitant

Source:  University of Sibin

- 12% of Romanian are checking the information on the internet 

- the Romania intelligence services are trying to spread awareness about

fake news

- 2/10 Romanian are sharing fake news

- over 60 are getting their information by TV (64.6%)

- 18-29 y.o. are getting their information from social network 

- 46 -64 y.o. new splat forms

- a huge problem in Romania is for people between 54-64 y.o. who are

most vulnerable to getting fake news

FAKE NEWS

Source:  Romania Goverment



10 RULES ON10 RULES ON10 RULES ON
HOW TOHOW TOHOW TO
EDUCATEEDUCATEEDUCATE
AGAINSTAGAINSTAGAINST

FAKE NEWSFAKE NEWSFAKE NEWS



1.1.1. Be objective,

don't involve
your emotions

Follow the already establishedFollow the already establishedFollow the already established
steps for recognizing the fakesteps for recognizing the fakesteps for recognizing the fake

newsnewsnews



2.2.2.Read critically.

Don't believe
everything you
see

Avoid reading the news tooAvoid reading the news tooAvoid reading the news too
quickly and superficiallyquickly and superficiallyquickly and superficially



3.3.3. Go over the
piece of

information 

Controlling the internet contentsControlling the internet contentsControlling the internet contents



4.4.4.Verify the info
based on your
background

reporting the media fake inreporting the media fake inreporting the media fake in
order to spot the fake newsorder to spot the fake newsorder to spot the fake news

and eliminate them fromand eliminate them fromand eliminate them from
internetinternetinternet



5.5.5. Check the
source (link,

date, author,

writing style)

To create groups that searchTo create groups that searchTo create groups that search
and eliminate fake newsand eliminate fake newsand eliminate fake news



6.6.6.Refer to 

reliable sources 

reporting the spreaders ofreporting the spreaders ofreporting the spreaders of
fake newsfake newsfake news



7.7.7.Once the info
is verified, you
can share it 

More control by the postalMore control by the postalMore control by the postal
policepolicepolice



8.8.8.Report the
content that you
find suspicious

Regulating the content on theRegulating the content on theRegulating the content on the
internet on a Country levelinternet on a Country levelinternet on a Country level



9.9.9. Spread the
awareness to
recognize the

fake news

increasing knowledge aboutincreasing knowledge aboutincreasing knowledge about
the topic on researchthe topic on researchthe topic on research

information, understandinginformation, understandinginformation, understanding
the comment and sharingthe comment and sharingthe comment and sharing

opinionopinionopinion



10.10.10.Educate
people to
identify
fake/unreal/
misleading
information 

new generation and oldnew generation and oldnew generation and old
people to use the internet forpeople to use the internet forpeople to use the internet for

good purposesgood purposesgood purposes



This  project  has  been  funded  with  support  from  the  European  Commission .
This  publication  [communication] reflects  only  the  views  of  the  author .

Therefore  the  Commission  cannot  be  held

"With great power comes great responsibilities""With great power comes great responsibilities"
Spidernet groupSpidernet group


